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1. American-Korean Foundation presents Korean Children's Choir. June
22, 8 PM. Oakland Auditorium. American-Korean Foundation, [195-]. 14x22
inch placard on thin cardboard, depicting a young Korean woman carrying a
child on her back, at left in large Hanja characters the Korean word for
"refugees." Minor foxing and soil; the words "admission free" were penned
over the date but then covered with white correction fluid. (#182793) $95.00
Undated placard, most likely for the 1954 tour which brought the choir to
various cities in the US as part of the AKF's drive to raise ten million dollars
for medical care, industrial rehabilitation, and benefit to Korean orphans after
the war.
2. AMEX Canada [33 issues].
Toronto: the journal, 1969-77.
Thirty-three issues of the magazine
for Americans who headed for
Canada to avoid fighting in
Vietnam, title varying from AMEX
to The American Exile in Canada
and The American Expatriate in
Canada; staplebound 8x11 inch
wraps; length ranging from 24 to 79 pages per issue. Many have a
rubberstamp of the Eastbay Liberation Information Center, otherwise
generally very good with address labels and occasional marginalia.
Issues present are vol. 1 nos. 15 and 16; vol. 2 nos. 1-9; vol. 3 nos. 1-7;
vol. 4 nos. 1-7; vol. 5 nos. 1-6; vol. 6 nos. 1 and 2. (#195865) $250.00
Coverage of the war in Vietnam, updates on safe ways to transplant
abroad, the role of American exiles in Canada's political left, demands
for amnesty, and related topics.
3. Bamboo: Newsletter of the Refugee Arts Group [three issues]. Boston: Refugee Arts Group, 1991-93. Three
issues of the newsletter, vol. 4 no. 3, vol. 5 no. 3 and vol. 6 no. 1. (#198740)
$18.00
Articles about efforts to preserve traditional dance, embroidery, and other forms of cultural expression in the
refugee community.
4. Bridging cultures: Southeast Asian refugees in America; social work with Southeast Asian Refugees. Los
Angeles: Asian American Community Mental Health Training Center, June 1981. vii, 298p., glossy paperstock
throughout in 9x5.7 inch gloss-white wraps; ownership name neatly on cover corner, a very good copy into which
is laid a folded brochure that announces the book and a supplementary slide show in LA. (#174410)
$20.00
5. Bulletin - Emergency Call. Solidarity with the families of the disappeared prisoners of Chile! [San Jose, CA]:
n.pub., [1977]. Two 8.5x11 inch sheets formerly stapled at upper left corner, staple removed; mildly worn.
(#182967)
$12.00
Leaflet stating that refugees from Chile had recently arrived in San Jose. Asks readers to write letters to the UN,
Pinochet and others demanding clarification of the cases of disappeared activists. The
second sheet is a sample letter to Kurt Waldheim by Paul Johnston of San Jose.
6. Charta der deutschen Heimatvertriebenen / Charter of the German Expellees
/ Charte des Expulsés Allemands / Carta de los Expulsados Alemanes. Bonn:
n.pub., [1950]. [16p.], 8.25x11.5 inches, wraps, ex-library with label on title page,
personal ownership label inside front cover; text in four languages. (#190371) $18.00
Statement by two organizations representing Germans who had been expelled from
their parts of Europe in the aftermath of the second world war.
7. Escuchen nuestras voces: canciones de refugiados Salvadoreños / Hear our
voices: songs from Salvadorean refugees. Mesa Grande, 1983. Pacific Palisades,
CA: Sabiá, 1984. 33p., very good in staplebound wraps, 5.5x8.5 inches. (#186552) $12

"The songs and poems presented here were written by Salvadoreans living in Mesa Grande, a refugee camp ... in
Honduras..." Published along with a cassette tape, which is not present here.
8. Is this subversive? [handbill]. New York: Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, [1951?]. 8.5x11 inch
mimeographed leaflet, minor edgewear. (#187393)
$18.00
Outlines the history of JAFRC and its service to Spanish refugees, as well as anti-communist attacks on it,
including the jailing of its entire board in 1950 for refusing to divulge the names of contributors. Urges the
reader to write to government officials to "protest this unconstitutional attack on JAFRC."
9. Libertes en exil: une exposition sur les droits de l'homme et les réfugiés dans le monde Toit de la Grande
Arche 26 Août/24 Septembre 1989. 31p. 11x8.5 inches landscape format, mostly b&w plates from photographs,
text in French, catalogue of an exhibition in stapled pictorial wraps. (#184716)
$25.00
B&W photos of refugees from all over the world.
10. Middle-East. Fact-finding Mission of the I.A.D.L. Circumstances of its departure - Visit to refugee camps Hearing of witnesses - Findings of the commission. Brussels: International Association of Democratic Lawyers,
1968. 98p., text reproduced from typescript rectos only, 11x8.5 inch copyshop-style binding with binder's-tape
spine and makeshift spine titling (typed, under aging clearish tape). Mild edgewear, clean and sound, a very good
copy. (#179281)
$25.00
11. Must they starve? New York: National Committee on Food for the Five Small Democracies, [1940-?]. 4panel brochure, cover drawing by Anna M. Upjohn depicts a woman and child. (#153672)
$15.00
On the situation in Finland, Norway, Holland, Belgium and Central Poland, advocating the importation of grain
to feed local people without aiding the German occupation forces.
12. No human being is illegal. N. pl.: National Campagn for the Civil and Human Rights of Salvadorans, 1989.
3 one-page leaflets, 8.5x11 inches, printed on recto-only with information on the campaign and its activities to
end the war in Salvador and recognize Salvadorians as refugees in the US. (#63983)
$18.00
13. Pakistan 1953 - 1954. Karachi: Pakistan Publications, 1956. 277p., softcover, very good with mild
shelfwear. Fold-out map. (#125431)
$10.00
Government publication. Economic survey, overview of armed forces, section on refugee resettlement, outline of
law and administration.
14. Pakistan 1955 - 1956. Karachi: Pakistan Publications, 1956. 363p., softcover, very good with mild
shelfwear. (#124721)
$15.00
Government publication. Economic survey, overview of armed forces, section on refugee resettlement, outline of
law and administration.
15. Pedal for Peace '86. Bike-A-Thon to benefit civilians displaced by the War in El
Salvador [poster]. [San Francisco Bay Area]: Pedal for Peace, 1986. 11x17 inch poster
with stylized bicyclist; very good. (#186264) $25.00
Urges the reader to visit the local bike store and get a sponsorship form. The routes, 25
and 50 miles, went through the East Bay hills.
16. The refugee voice / Sawt al-lajiin / Kol ha-pelitim / Demesi ladatañatat. Second
edition. July 2011. Tel Aviv: Assaf - Aid Organization for Refugees and Asylum Seekers
in Israel, 2011. Single issue of the tabloid format newspaper, 32p., light edgewear; text in
English, Hebrew, Arabic and Amharic (Ethiopian). (#173145) $12.00
Pro-refugee publication, discussing cases of rape, abuse and racism against asylum
seekers (mostly from Africa), listing support organizations. Also included are two leaflets
about pro-asylum organizations, targeted toward American Jews, critical of Israel's
detention and deportation process.
17. Save a child, build a nation: the story of a school for the children of Angolan refugees in the Republic of the
Congo [pamphlet]. New York: The Africa Fund, May 1969. 4 panel brochure, 5.5x8.5 inches, photos,

background, plans, budget, vertical fold crease otherwise good on green stock. (#194648)

$20.00

18. SCI with and for refugees. International voluntary service. Zurich: Service Civil International, International
Secretariat, 1964. 75p., very good in staplebound wraps, black and white photos. (#177340)
$75.00
On the SCI's work with refugees since the 1930s, with a substantial section on work during the Spanish Civil War
and shorter sections on Palestine, Tibetan refugees in India, and others. Contributions are written by volunteers
who were in the field for each mission.
19. Shawra [14 issues of the Persian-language monthly]. [Paris]: the journal,
1984-1986. Fourteen issues of the exile journal, including numbers 1, 2, 3/4, 4, 5,
7-9, 11, 17-19, 24 and 28. All are in very good condition but for a round blank
sticker on the cover; some have old price written in corner. (#164548)
$175.00
Issued by opponents of the Iranian regime who had fled crackdowns on dissidents
by the Islamic Republic.
20. Stop the kidnap of
Vietnamese children, end aid
to the Saigon regime,
implement the peace treaty
[poster]. San Francisco: Fits
Printing, [ca. 1975]. 22.5x17.5
inch poster featuring a black and
white photograph of Vietnamese
children; mild foxing and closed
edge tears. (#183269) $75.00
Issued in the context of Operation Babylift , which evacuated
thousands of war orphans from South Vietnam before the fall of
the Saigon government. Some critics claimed that many of the
children were not actually orphans, but had been stolen away for
propaganda purposes and to prevent them from growing up under a socialist government. In recent years a
project called Operation Reunite has used DNA testing to seek relatives in Vietnam of former child adoptees.
21. Stop the kidnap of Vietnamese children. End all aid to Thieu, implement the peace agreement. [handbill].
San Francisco: Ad Hoc Committee to End the Kidnapping of Vietnamese Children, 1975. 8.5x14 inches,
horizontal fold crease, date penned at upper right corner, otherwise very good; printed both sides, photo of
laughing kids on one side. (#187054)
$30.00
Response to a plan in April,1975 to airlift orphans out of South Vietnam; argues that the children are not really
orphans but have been placed in safe havens to escape the war, and are being stolen from Vietnam for
propaganda purposes.
22. Stories of survival; three generations of Southeast Asian Americans share their lives. San Francisco:
Indochinese Housing Development Corporation, 2001. 122p., illus. with black/white photos, 8x10 inches, very
good in wraps. (#76701)
$20.00
23. Those who leave; (the "problem of Vietnamese refugees"). San Francisco: Vietnam Courier/San Francisco,
U.S.--Vietnam Friendship Assn., 1979. 40p., wraps. Vietnamese government perspective hostile to those
Vietnamese going abroad. (#18995)
$15.00
24. Tibetan National Library: a Project. Dharamsala: Council of Religious and Cultural Affairs of H H the
Dalai Lama, 1968. 12p., two fold-out architectural sketches of the proposed building, rubberstamp on cover of the
Tibet Society in Bloomington, Indiana, otherwise very good in staplebound wraps. (#198388)
$45.00
Argues that a new library is necessary in the Tibetan exile community of Dharamsala to consolidate and preserve
cultural materials. The library was indeed built and resembles the sketches.
25. El Trompezón: trabajadores de cultura. Vol. II no. 1 (Jul.-Sep. 1987). Washington DC: Colectivo El
Trompezón, 1987. 34p., 8.5x11 inches, wraps slightly foxed. (#181661)
$22.00

Literary journal of El Salvadorean exiles in Washington DC. Includes poetry, essays and short prose pieces.
26. [Two public relations posters on the theme of Israeli aid to refugees from Ethiopia and Vietnam]. n.p.:
Truthaboutisrael, [late 2000s]. Two posters, 16x26 inches, each with a close-up portrait of a refugee now living in
Israel. Produced as part of a PR campaign to boost sympathy for Israel in the US and fight perceptions of ethnic
exclusivity. (#147329)
$18.00
27. Uncertain return: refugees and reconciliation in Guatemala. Washington DC: Washington Office on Latin
America [WOLA], May 1989. 52p., 5.5x8.5 inches, introduction, findings and recommendations, notes, tables,
glossary, map, folded form letter and press release laid-in, very good first edition informational booklet and report
in stapled pictorial wraps. (#194647)
$25.00
28. US Bombs and Saigon's Army create "refugees." Implement the Peace Agreement! End all aid to
Thieu! n.p.: n.pub., [1973-?]. 3.75x5.25 label, not gummed (intended for wheat-pasting in public places); very
good. Image shows sillhouette of Vietnamese farmers with cattle. (#181784)
$15.00
29. Volveremos: we will return. New York: Spanish Refugee Appeal of the Joint Anti-Fascist Rescue
Committee, n.d.. 4-panel illus. brochure, 8.5x7.5 inches, small sticker shadow on front cover, otherwise very
good. (#139262)
$22.00
Fundraising brochure for institutions serrving Spanish refugees. Includes photos and quotes from Pablo Picasso,
Dorothy Parker and Dr. Edward K. Barsky.
30. Agosin, Marjorie. Conchalí. New York: Senda Nueva de Ediciones, 1980. ISBN:
0918454239. 54p., text in Spanish, signed by the poet on title page, very good first
edition trade paperback in pictorial wraps. Senda Poética series. (#194291) $150.00
Early book by the Chilean American author and educator whose first book was on
growing up Jewish in Chile. She and her parents became exiles due to the overthrow of
the Chilean government by Pinochet.
31. Alexander Berkman Aid Fund. Alexander Berkman Aid Fund; 25th anniversary,
1921-1946 : campaign for funds for political refugees. Chicago: Alexander Berkman
Aid Fund, 1946. 22p., wraps slightly stained. (#156052)
$45.00
32. Alianza Internacional "Giuseppe Garibaldi". Boletin de la Alianza Internacional
"Giuseppe Garibaldi" por la libertad de Italia, año I, num. 2, Febrero de 1942.
Mexico City: el Alianza, 1942. 20p., wraps. The second issue of the Italian antifascist exile publication, written in
Spanish, contains a commemoration of 5th anniversary of the battle of Guadalajara along with other material in
passing on the Spanish Civil War. (#57838)
$125.00
33. American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born. The facts about Walter-McCarran Law deportees.
Excerpts from document filed with the United States Supreme Court in Rowoldt vs. Perfetto on Sept. 7, 1956.
New York: American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born, 1956. [8p.], wraps, tables, graphs, creased
vertically. Fourteen tables with "the results of a special study based on 307 political deportation cases." (#80870)
$18.00
34. American Friends Service Committee. Refugee facts; a study of the German refugee in America.
Philadelphia: American Friends Service Committee, [1939]. 24p., wraps. (#112601)
$45.00
35. Aron, Adrianne, editor, Ignacio Martín-Baró, Adrianne Aron, Lore Aresti, Juana Kovalskys. Flight, exile,
and return; mental health and the refugee. San Francisco: Committee for Health Rights in Central America,
1988. 92p., very good first edition trade paperback in pictorial wraps. (#17032)
$18.00
36. Aronson, Gregor. Di Yidishe problem in Sovet Rusland (sakhakl un oysfirn). New York: Veker, Yidisher
sotsyalistisher farband in Amerik, 1944. 178p., mildly worn stiff wraps, spine slightly sloped with rubbed ends;
text in Yiddish. (#174055)
$45.00
On the Jewish problem in the USSR, by an exiled Menshevik.

37. Association of Expellee Landsmannschaften. The European Significance of the Oder-Niesse Territories;
geographical survey, legal position, expulsions, economic problems, historical survey. Appendix: General Survey
of German Expellees and their Landsmannschaffen Organizations. Second Edition. Bonn: the Association, July
1955. [22]p., staplebound 8.3x5.7 inch decorated wraps, a half-dozen maps including several with spot-color; a bit
toned, but a near-fine exemplar. (#178866)
$15.00
38. Baker, Paul, foreword by Joan Jara. Song in high summer. Trabuco Canyon, CA : Source Books/Echoes of
Silence, 1989. ISBN: 0940147068. 183p., signed and inscribed by the author, very good first edition trade
paperback in pictorial wraps. (#159323)
$18.00
Odd autobiographical piece by an ex-seminarian, who built a scrapwood guitar, came under the influence of
Victor Jara, and went on to work with the Salvadorian refugee community in Los Angeles. Includes much poetry - and much on Jara.
39. Baldwin, C Beth. Capturing the change. The impact of Indochinese refugees in Orange County: challenges
and opportunities. Santa Ana: Immigrant and Refugee Planning Center, 1982. 146p., very good in wraps,
ownership signature on title page. (#197133)
$25.00
40. Bliatout, Bruce Thowpaou, et.. al. Handbook for teaching Hmong-speaking students. Folsom, CA: Folsom
Cordova Unified School District, 1988. xi, 129p., line map and grammar charts in the text, trade-size wraps. A
very good copy. (#73034)
$12.00
41. Bone, J. P. Illegals; a novel. Berkeley: Mindfield Publications, 1996. ISBN: 0965192105. 214p., very good
first edition trade paperback in pictorial wraps. (#44992)
$15.00
On Central American refugees in the US; ends with a factory strike.
42. Bounkeo, Silay, et. al. Handbook for teaching Lao-speaking students; first phase development (1980)
second phase development (1989). Folsom, CA: Southeast Asia Community Resource Center/Folsom Cordova
Unified School District, 1989. 178p., wraps. (#74349)
$15.00
For teachers of the children of refugees who settled in California's Central Valley.
43. Brennan, Tom. Uprooted Angolans: From crisis to catastrophe (Issue paper). Washington, DC: U.S.
Committee for Refugees, 1987. 32p., wraps, B&W photos mostly of amputees (the land heavily sown with antipersonnel mines) and line map ("flight of the refugees") (#129490)
$12.00
44. Brooks, Hugh C., Yassin El-Ayouty, editors. Refugees South of the Sahara: an African dilemma. Westport,
CT: Negro Universities Press, 1970. ISBN: 837133246. xviii, 307p., foreword, introduction, 9 appendixes, index,
illustrated with photos and a map, very good first edition in cloth boards and worn, unclipped dj. Contributions in
Afro-American and African Studies no. 4. (#173885)
$18.00
45. Burns, Allan F., introduction by Jerónimo Camposeco. Maya in exile; Guatemalans in Florida. Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1993. ISBN: 1566390354. xlvii, 208p., preface, introduction, bibliography, index,
illustrated with b&w photos and tables, very good first edition in cloth boards. (#39714) $17.00
46. Camarda, Renato. Forced to move Salvadoran refugees in Honduras - introduction by Congressman Ronald
V. Dellums. San Francisco: Solidarity Publications, 1985. ISBN: 0942638115. 98 p., bumped wraps with mild
edgewear, 9 x 12 inches, well illustrated with press or embedded photography. (#64162)
$12.00
47. Center for Applied Linguistics. A guide for helping refugees adjust to Their / Your new life in the United
States. Washington DC: Language and Orientation Resource Center, 1981. [xv], 210p., xiv, oblong decorated buff
wraps, 6x9 inch softbound. Mild edgewear, clean and sound, a very good copy. Very detailed: "Always use
seatbelts," with graphic, for example. (#175683)
$15.00
48. Chilean Refugee Committee. El Pueblo Lucha. No. 5 (Dec.-Jan. 1978). San Francisco: the Committee, 1977.
29p. in English, 29p. in Spanish, very good in staplebound wraps, mimeographed. (#197480)
$15.00
Newsletter published by Chilean political dissidents in the Bay Area.

49. Chivas, George; translator and editor. Samnok Sruk Khmaer / Cambodia's lament: a selection of
Cambodian poetry. Millers Falls, MA: G. Chigas, 1991. ISBN: 0963029509. vii, 100 p., very good in wraps;
text in Cambodian and English. (#174141)
$20.00
Poems by refugees of Pol Pot's Cambodia, recalling their experiences in traditional metre.
50. Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy. The refugees of Indochina: US response. Washington,
DC: Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy, 1979. Six-panel brochure, 8.5x11 inches, very good.
(#180472)
$18.00
Critique of official refugee policy.
51. Coalition for Refugee Justice, Rosa Maria Rivera, Prof. Ricardo Calderon, Eugenia et al. Unase a nosotros
para protestar las deportaciones / Join us to protest the deportations! San Francisco: the Coalition, 1984.
Single sheet flyer/handbill, printed two sides (one in English, one in Spanish) 8.5x11 inches, calling for a May 12,
1984, demonstration in San Francisco, black text on marigold paper, prisoner sketch. (#46871) $18.00
Speakers included a number of Salvadorian refugees and activists originating from Central America.
52. Committee of Central American Refugees. Party for a good cause, a benefit for the Committee of Central
American Refugees C.R.E.C.E. San Francisco: CRECE, [198-?]. 7x7 inch flyer, orange paper printed one side
only, fold crease. Stamped Oakland/Berkeley Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador. Union bug
at bottom left. (#72183)
$12.00
53. Criddle, Joan D. Bamboo and butterflies; from refugee to citizen. Dixon: East/West BRIDGE Pub., 1992.
ISBN: 0963220500. 172p., preface, footnotes, appendixes, photos, very good first edition in original wraps.
(#103265)
$10.00
54. Crist, Evamae Barton. Take this house; introduction by Frances Hunter. The remarkable story of a Christian
couple who invited nine Vietnamese refugees to share their Owl Valley home [subtitle from cover]. Scottdale PA
/ Kitchener ONT: Herald Press, 1977. ISBN: 0836118170. 141p., family snapshot section on inserted coated
stock, pocket format, 7x4.2 inch wraps. A very good copy. (#175176)
$10.00
Author married "a conscientious objector to the war effort in alternative service," who "whisked her off to
Pennsylvania where they reared three children"
55. Cuito i Canals, Ferran, et al. Quaderns d'estudis polítics,
econòmics i socials [first seven issues]. Perpinyà: Grup d'Estudis
Polítics, 1945. First seven monthly issues of the journal, published by
Catalonian anti-fascists in exile. 8.5x10.5 inches, paper evenly toned but
otherwise very good; length between 36 and 40 pages per issue.
(#174547)
$145.00
56. Don, Tran Van. Our endless war inside Vietnam. San Rafael, CA:
Presidio Press, 1978. ISBN: 0891410198. x, 274p., endpaper photo
portraits, foreword, index, illustrated with photos and a map, remainder
stripes bottom edge, otherwise very good first edition in black buckram,
gilt and unclipped dj. (#138349)
$15.00
Don, a former South Vietnamese general, worked with Vietnamese
refugee organizations in Washington, DC.
57. Drew, Benjamin. The refugee: narratives of fugitive slaves in
Canada. Related by themselves, with an account of the history and
conditions of the colored population of Upper Canada. Toronto: Coles
Publishing Company, 1972. xii, 387p. Facsimile reprint of the 1856 edition, publisher's maroon cloth with spine
label black and gilt. (#79989)
$15.00
58. Edgcomb, Gabrielle S., foreword by John Hope Franklin. From swastika to Jim Crow: refugee scholars at
black colleges. Malabar, FL: Kreiger Publishing Company, 1993. ISBN: 089464775x. xix, 144p., very good

reprint trade paperback in pictorial wraps. (#153490)
$20.00
The author is a German exile poet. The story of mostly Jewish exiled scholars from Nazi Germany and their
acceptance at historically African American colleges.
59. Eisler, Gerhart. My side of the story; the statement the newspapers refused to print. New York: Civil Rights
Congress, 1947. 22p., wraps. (#174016)
$15.00
"The statement that Eisler was prevented from reading prior to being sworn in before the House Un-American
Activities Committee. In it, he repudiates Louis Budenz' assertion that he is the Comintern's commissar in the
U.S., asserting he is simply a German communist who came here as an antifascist refugee." *Seidman E40
60. Fragomen, Austin T., Jr. The illegal alien: criminal or economic refugee? Staten Island: Center for
Migration Studies, 1973. ii, 36p., 8.5x11 inches, previous owner's stamp, lightly worn and stained stapled pink
pictorial wraps. (#10067)
$25.00
Discusses Mexican, Cuban, Canadian, Dominican, Chinese immigrants et al.
61. Freedom for South Africa Refugee Campaign. We will go back to build a free South Africa (two
brochures). San Francisco & New York: Freedom for South Africa Refugee Campaign, [1986]. Two brochures
folded to 4.25x8.5 inches, with basically the same information, photos but differing fonts and designs, and a short
story of Sarah Ngobese. (#184685)
$20.00
Fundraising brochures for the Ruvu Refugee Community, Tanzania.
62. Frontline. The struggle for immigrant and refugee rights. Oakland, CA: Frontline, [1986]. [14p.], wraps,
8.5x11 inches, staples slightly rusty. A Frontline reprint pamphlet. (#162508)
$15.00
Collection of reports on the Sanctuary movement and Reagan-era actions against undocumented immigrants.
63. Ginsbourg, Sam. My first sixty years in China. Beijing: New World Press, 1982. 373p., very good
hardcover in edgeworn dj. (#179715)
$17.00
Autobiography by the Russian Jewish exile who lived in Harbin before joining the Chinese revolution. Includes
some discussion of his imprisonment and mistreatment during the Cultural Revolution.
64. Hamm, Mark S. The abandoned ones; the imprisonment and uprising of the
Mariel boat people. Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1995. ISBN: 1555532306.
xv, 235p, preface, notes, references, chronology of events, index, very good first
edition in cloth boards and unclipped dj. (#159469)
$15.00
On the prison uprisings in Georgia and Louisiana after the imprisonment of the
Mariel refugees.
65. Hanna, Alfred Jackson; Kathryn Abbey. Confederate Exiles in Venezuela.
Tuscaloosa, AL: Confederate Publishing Company, 1960. 149p., trade-size grey wraps
decorated with three varieties of Confederate flags in monochrome. Spine panel faintly
sunned, cover bears a faint line of offset color, a very good copy in all respects. One of
a run of 450 only. (#154803)
$75.00
66. Harrington, Patricia. Death stalks the Khmer. Baltimore: AmErica House, 2000.
ISBN: 1588513505. 215p., first edition glossy color wraps, trade-size paperbound, a
very good, clean copy that Harrington has inscribed and signed across the title page, datelined 2001. At writing
she had been working with the refugee community in the Puget Sound region for 11 years, directing the first
Cambodian Episcopal church in the country; as a professional grant writer she secured thirty-five million HUD
dollars to revitalize the Salishan public housing development in Tacoma. As a detective story hobbyist, her Death
Stalks the Khmer is a first novel, though a number of her short stories have appeared in print. (#174409) $15.00
67. Heaps, Leo. A boy called Nam; the true story of how one little boy came to Canada. Foreword by Kenneth
Bagnell. Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1984. ISBN: 0771597991. xiv, 95p., first edition 8x5 inch clothbacked
boards in dj, jacket a bit rubbed, a very good copy. (#175126)
$12.00

68. Héctor Marroquín Defense Committee. The case of Héctor Marroquín:
torture, death or the right to political asylum. New York: the Committee, [1978].
10.5x16.5 inch sheet, folded twice to 4p. leaflet on the case of the socialist
threatened with deportation from the US after he fled political repression in
Mexico, illustrated with b&w photos of Marroquín and his supporters including
the Meeropol brothers. Rubricated title lettering, large cover photo portrait of
Marroquín. (#37508)
$15.00
69. Henderson, Peter V. N. Mexican exiles in the borderlands, 1910-13. El Paso:
Texas Western Press, 1979. ISBN: 0874071155. 55p. + 9p. pictures, 6x9 inches,
frontis, references, very good first edition booklet in stapled pictorial wraps.
Southwestern studies Monograph #58. (#9563)
$12.00
Study of various political refugees from the Partido Liberal Mexicano, the Madero
and Anti-Madero exiles etc.
70. Howard, Kaysuyo K., comp. Passages: an anthology of the Southeast Asian refugee experience. Fresno:
Southeast Asian Student Services, California State University, 1990. ISBN: 096271030X. xxvi, 250p., illus.,
9.5x11.5 inches, wraps. (#34454)
$15.00
71. Hudicourt, Max L. Haiti faces tomorrow's peace. New York: L'Association
Democratique Haitienne, 1945. 24p., very good in bright blue and red wraps, 7.5x5
inches. (#197645)
$150.00
Hudicourt secured refugee status in the US with the aid of the ACLU and built an
underground network of Haitian radicals in exile. See Matthew J. Smith's "Red and
Black in Haiti: Radicalism, Conflict, and Political Change, 1934-1957."
72. Interagency Task Force for Indochina Refugees. Finding your way: a directory
of public programs available to Indochinese refugees. Washington DC: The Task
Force, 1975. 40p., lightly worn wraps. Trilingual, in English, Vietnamese, and Khmer
(misidentified as Lao in OCLC listings) (#196522)
$20.00
73. Jang, Deeana L., Leni Marin & Gail Pendleton, editors, photographs by Nina
Winter. Domestic violence in immigrant and refugee communities: asserting the
rights of battered women, 2nd edition. San Francisco: Family Violence Prevention Fund, 1997. 170p. + extensive
appendices, 8.5x11 inch reports in a tab-separated three-ring binder, tables, charts, facsimile documents, very
good. (#186533)
$45.00
74. Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Facts about Spain under Franco's heel. New York: the Committee,
1953. 6p., 8.5x11 inches, minor pencil marginalia, mimeographed wraps. (#24666)
$35.00
75. [Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee]. Packet of fundraising letters and other communications. New
York: the Committee, 1946-48. Group of 20 letters and brochures, together with a handful of peripherally related
items, from the Committee and its Spanish Refugee Appeal; some of the letters are to raise funds for defense of
the Committee once it had been targeted as a Communist front. Letters appear under the names of Howard Fast,
Pablo Picasso, Orson Welles, Paul Robeson and other luminaries. Those with addresses are addressed to the same
individual. All signatures appear to be printed, alas! (#168337)
$95.00
76. Jones, Allen K. Time for decision: Sri Lankan Tamils in the West. Washington DC: U.S. Committee for
Refugees, 1985. 20p., wraps, very good condition. Issue paper, June 1985. (#182927)
$15.00
77. Kershner, Howard E. One humanity: a plea for our friends and allies in Europe. London: Sheppard Press,
1944. 36p., wraps, illustrated cover with design by a boy of Toulon expressing gratitude to the US for food relief
to France. (#156690)
$20.00
Kershner directed the International Commission for the Assistance of Child Refugees, which delivered supplies to
Spanish children on both sides and facilitated the Republican exodus at the end of the war.

78. Kershner, Howard E. Quaker service in modern war. New York: Prentice-Hall, 1950. xviii, 195p. + 24p.
photos, first edition, dj with closed chip. (#24155)
$22.00
79. Khoury, Elias. Gate of the Sun. Brooklyn, NY: Archipelago Books, 2006. ISBN: 0976395029. 539p.,
hardcover with dj, very good with mild dj edgewear at top of spine. Second printing of first edition. (#135358)
$15.00
Novel of the 1948 "Nakhba"
80. Kibreab, Gaim. African refugees; reflections on the African refugee problem. Trenton: Africa World Press,
1985. ISBN: 0865430071. 129p., tables, very good first paperback edition in pictorial wraps. (#135105) $15.00
81. Kim Sa Oul. Neuk sranas den dey Kampuchea Krom: Ekasār pravat sastr / The nostalgia of
Kampuchea Krom; historic documents by Kim Sa Oul. Long Beach CA: Bayon Multicultural Center, [1995].
46p., very good in staplebound 8.5x5.3 inch glossy cardstock wraps, text in Khmer but for title; find rubber-stamp
images (of Angkor Wat, Southeast Asian map) in several places, remnant of check-out slip, sticker shadow on
back cover, a very good copy. (#175116)
$30.00
Kampuchea Krom: historically Khmer region in South Vietnam. Publisher advises, "We publish books in Khmer
(Cambodian), Lao, Hmong, Vietnamese"
82. Kismaric, Carole, commentary by William Shawcross. Forced Out: the agony of the refugee in our time.
London: Human Rights Watch & the J.M. Kaplan Fund, 1989. 191 p., B & W photographs, wraps 10 x 13.5
inches, some photos 4-page documenting a diaspora of displaced peoples. (#53350)
$15.00
83. Korwin, Marta. In Spite of Everything. Kilmarnock Scotland: author, 1942. 71p., inserted b&w photo
illustrations on coated stock with frontis portrait of author, first edition plain printed 9.4x6 inch wraps. Mildly
crimped and edgeworn, sound and free of markings, a good copy. Author Korwin has inscribed and signed the
first free endsheet. (#179874)
$20.00
The author lectured in Britain at least one hundred times, alerting the world to the war in Poland and the
German occupation; the book is her attempt to raise money for ambulances and clothing for the Polish army and
civilians.
84. Kranzler, David, foreword by Abraham G. Duker. Japanese, Nazis &
Jews; the Jewish refugee community of Shanghai, 1938 - 1945. New York:
Yeshiva University Press, Sifria Distributors, 1976. ISBN: 0893620009. 644p.,
endpaper maps, foreword, preface, introduction, epilogue, bibliography,
appendix, index, photos, light ink note on title page otherwise a very good first
edition in white buckram boards and gilt in edgeworn and price-clipped dj.
(#65519)
$150.00
85. Lam, Hao. Hao Lam, Autobiography / Hoi Ky cua Hao Lam. n.p.: the
author, 1992. 113 p. in English, 112 p. in Vietnamese, lightly worn wraps;
illustrated with black and white photos. Inscribed by the author. (#197042)
$45.00
Refugee memoir by the Vietnamese immigrant, active in California and
Washington State.
86. Lavelle, J., S. Tor, R.F. Mollica, K. Allden, L. Potts. [Harvard Guide to
Khmer Mental Health], Cambodian language edition. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma, n.d.. 169p., hardcover in very good blue boards. Includes glossary of
Khmer/English terms; illustrated with B&W photos. (#137561)
$35.00
87. Lawrence, Dina and Kameel Nasr, with portions on the Gaza by Karen White. Children of Palestinian
refugees vs. the Israeli military: Personal accounts of arrest, detention, and torture. With foreword by Dr.
Rosemary Ruether. Lafayette Ca: BIP Publications, 1987. 40p., staplebound 8.5x5.5 inch wraps, a very good
copy. (#167131)
$15.00

88. Lee, Johnny. I survived a communist slaughter: A testimony of divine protection and preparation for a
worldwide ministry. Studio City, CA; Prince Albert, Sask.: World Literature Crusade, n.d.. 63p., wraps.
(#164431)
$12.00
Autobiographical talks by Korean refugee and Christian convert Lee, who became an evangelist under Jack
McAlister. This edition circa 1970.
89. Legarreta, Dorothy. The Guernica generation; Basque refugee children of the Spanish Civil War. Reno:
University of Nevada Press, 1984. ISBN: 0874170885. xiv, 396p., 16p. of archival and snapshot photography,
cloth boards in dj, very good copy. The Basque Series. (#7136)
$12.00
90. Leroux, Jules A.M. L' etoile du Kansas et de L'Iowa. Organe du Commuisme liberateur des Peuples et de
l'Individu. 1er Aout, 1878. [Corning, IA]: the author, 1878. [8p., numbered 139-146], newspaper, unopened,
9.5x12.5 inches, paper slightly browned. Issued while Leroux was living at the Corning, Iowa Icarian community.
(#83687)
$95.00
"[C]ontains information both about the French exiles and immigrants connected with the First International and
-- especially for the period 1876-1881 - about the Corning Icarians." *Egbert p. 140
Note: We have other issues of this publication.
91. Lo, Shih-fu. The reason of exodus of refugees from Vietnam and its consequences. Taipei: World AntiCommunist League, China Chapter, 1980. 75p., wraps, very good. (#126163)
$15.00
On the flight of Vietnamese and Cambodian refugees after the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia and China's
retaliatory strike on Vietnam.
92. Loescher, Gil and John A. Scanlan. Calculated kindness; refugees and America's half-open door, 1945 to
the present. New York: The Free Press, 1986. ISBN: 0029273404. xviii, 346p., first printing, dj, very good but for
ownership stamp on blank flyleaf. Shows the US bias to admit right-wing refugees, particularly Southeast Asian.
Includes some discussion of Salvadoreños and Haitians. (#19146)
$15.00
93. Losilla, Carlos, coordinado, Juan Cobos, Raymond Lefèvre, Bertrand Tavernier et al. Karel Reisz: o el exilio
permanente. Gijón: Festival de Cine de Gijón, 1998. ISBN: 8460583724. 102p., preface, introduction,
filmography, bibliography, illustrated with b&w photos/stills, text in Spanish, very good first edition trade
paperback in white pictorial wraps. (#184913)
$25.00
94. Macdonald, Nancy. Homage to the Spanish exiles; voices from the Spanish Civil War. New York: Insight
Books, 1987. ISBN: 0898853257. 358p., illustrated with a few archival pix and many snapshot photos unique to
this volume (portraits), first printing titled boards in pictorial dj, very good. The author founded Spanish Refugee
Aid in 1953 (#20796)
$15.00
95. Maceoin, Gary. Sanctuary: a Resource Guide for Understanding and Participating in the Central American
Refugees' Struggle. San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1985. ISBN: 0060653728. 217p., wraps, first edition.
(#143164)
$12.00
96. Mai Nguyen. God's will. Thousand Oaks, CA: Hidden Creek Production, 1993.
373p., very good in wraps, inscribed by the author, errata slip laid in. (#187622) $20.00
Religious and anticommunist novel of a Vietnamese refugee. Includes a message to the
author from the vice-chair of the Vietnam Restoration Party.
97. Marroquín, Héctor. My story; the struggle for political asylum in the U.S. New
York: Héctor Marroquín Defense Committee, 1978. 22p., 5.5x8.5 inches, list of those
who endorse the Defense Committee, introduction, very good first edition booklet in
stapled pictorial wraps. (#19446)
$20.00
Marroquín fled to the US to avoid political persecution in Mexico, joining the Socialist
Workers Party in Texas.
98. Martin, Earl. "Let us go home..." Refugees in Vietnam; Indochina chronicle issue
no. 25, June 11, 1973. Berkeley: Indochina Resource Center, 1973. 15p., double-column text with vignette photo

illustrations throughout, unstapled 11 x 8.5 inch self-wraps. Includes three pages about Cambodia. (#132371) $15
99. Martinez, Milton M. Los otros Marielitos. Kenner, LA: self-published by the author, 1983. 130p., text in
Spanish, illustrated with photos and several sketched floorplans of the Peruvian Embassy in Habana, very good
first edition trade paperback in pictorial wraps. (#26615)
$35.00
On the exodus in the 1960s.
100. Milhollan, David L. and Joseph W. Monanto. Statement[s] before the [Senate] Subcommittee on
Immigration and Refugee Policy concerning adjudication/exclusion and deportation procedures on October 16,
1981. Washington: Department of Justice, 1981. Two statements, 8p. and 9p. 8.5x11 inches, stapled wraps.
Milhollan chaired the Board of Immigration Appeals; Monsanto was the INS' Acting Chief Immigration Judge.
(#107216)
$20.00
101. Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia
Social; Oficina Central de Evacuacion y
Asistencia a Refugiados. Delegacion de
Albacete. La ficha de Refugiados [handbill].
Albacete: la Oficina, [193-]. 8.5x5.5 inch
sheet printed one side, emblem of the
Ministerio, very good. (#182374) $75.00
Flyer intended to give hope to refugees from
fascism, with address of the office dedicated to
assisting them. "Open your heart to the hope
of a new, more just life, and get ready to share
a new home and boards in a land free of
tyranny and fascist destruction. And to share
it with joy and confidence."
102. Montes Mozo, Segundo [y] Juan Jose Garcia Vasquez. Salavadoran Migration to the United States: an
exploratory study. Washington DC: Hemispheric Migration Project, Georgetown University, 1988. vi, 47p.,
staplebound 8.5x5.5 inch glossy black wraps, a very good copy. (#178996)
$17.00
103. Moore, John Bassett. The case of the Salvadorean refugees; disbound from The American Law Review,
January-February, 1895, vol. XXIX. the review, 1895. 20p., 5.5x8.5 inches, sewn self-wraps. The refugees sought
political asylum in the US via the US man-of-war Bennington. (#19960)
$25.00
104. Muong Poo Chin and Norma Autenrieth. Just have snow in winter, the journey of a refugee woman,
Muong Poo Chin as told to Norma Autenrieth. [Portland, OR]: the authors, 1999. iv, 66p., wraps, 5.25x8.5 inches,
color portrait of Moung Poo Chin tipped in. Story of a young Iu Mien woman, a refugee from Laos who settled in
Portland, Oregon. (#187665)
$45.00
105. New York State AFL-CIO. Resolutions proposed for action by the Third Constitutional Convention,
New York State AFL-CIO. August 29-31, 1960. New York: American Federation of Labor-Congress of
Industrial Organizations, 1960. 65p., wraps. (#130879)
$15.00
Resolutions on topics ranging from civil rights and fair housing laws to support for Tunisian refugees.
106. Nguyen, Tuyet-Nga. Fragrance of flowers from the old garden. New York: Vantage Press, 1995. ISBN:
0533113628. xiii, 75p., illustrated with family photos period and contemporary, first edition glossy trade-size
wraps. A very good copy. (#175125)
$15.00
107. Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. Refugees; 20 Questions and Answers.
Geneva: UNHCR, no date, circa 1970. 20p., captioned b&w photography and text printed on 8x6 inch coated
paperstock, staple-bound. Ex-library with two rubberstamp impressions, mildest edgewear, a good copy.
(#189299)
$12.00
108. Olson, Anna. "I was a stranger..." Community identity and the politics of welcoming Central

Americans at Casa Oscar Romero, 1982-1992. Stanford, CA: the author, 1993. vi, 163p., 8.5x11 inches, plastic
binding. Done as a research project for honors in history at Stanford. The project grew out of the author's
experience as a volunteer at Casa Romero near Brownsville, Texas. (#197594)
$20.00
109. Ormes Quizar, Robin. My turn to weep: Salvadoran refugee women in Costa Rica. Westport: Bergin &
Garvey, 1998. ISBN: 0897895401. xvii, 196 p., introduction, works cited, index, very good first edition in
original publisher's cloth. (#88836)
$30.00
Interviews with and case studies of Salvadoran women refugees who relate the hardships suffered at the hands of
the military and their own male family members.
110. Ouk, Mory; Franklin E. Huffman; Judy Lewis; developers. Handbook for teaching Khmer-speaking
students. Folsom, CA: Folsom Cordova Unified School District, 1988. ix, 152p., text with some tables and a line
map; first edition 9x6 inch wraps, clean and sound, a very good copy. (#175630)
$20.00
111. Phan, Camvan. Mây tho’ dài / Lemon Tears. San Jose: the author, 2005. 262p. in Vietnamese, 263 p. in
English, very good in wraps. (#174138)
$25.00
San Jose-based Vietnamese immigrant author, writing about the refugee experience.
112. Polansky, Paul. Not a refugee the plight of the Kosovo Roma (Gypsies) after the 1999 war. Sebastopol:
Voice of Roma, 2000. ISBN: 0892790008. 96p., foreword. first edition, trade paperbound, glossy pictorial 9 x 6
inch wrap. Inscribed and signed by the poet. (#111913)
$20.00
Political (scene-setting or narrative) poetry. "My favorite house in Kosovo / has seven car doors / as a front
fence. If Van Gogh had painted / the scene, this Gypsy house / would be worth millions"
113. "Professor MRC". [Learn English by yourself in 95 hours] (Thai book). Thailand,
BE2523 [1980]. 992p., lightly worn plain red boards, evenly toned pages; text in Thai with
error-ridden English sample sentences (e.g., "He finally received his just desert after
esseaing pinishment all his lie."). Of interest is the penned note at the top of the title page
which states that the book was obtained at a Lao refugee camp in 1980. (#186777) $18.00
114. Rambach, Peggy, editor; translated by Nhek But. Under the sugar palm trees:
memoirs of Cambodian refugees living in Lawrence, Massachusetts. Lawrence, MA:
Lawrence Cultural Council, 2003. 108p., very good in wraps. (#197132)
$40.00
115. Rescue Committee for Haitian Refugees. US gov't continues persecution of Haitian
refugees. Demonstrate in Washington at White House. New York: American Committee
for Protection of Foreign Born; Haitian Fathers, 1974. Single 8.5x11 inch sheet, printed
one side. (#145519) $25.00
Advocates asylum for refugees fleeing Duvalier.
116. Ruiz, Hiram A. Beyond the headlines: refugees in the Horn of Africa
(Issue paper). Washington, DC: U.S. Committee for Refugees, 1988. 44p.,
wraps, B&W photos. (#129492) $12.00
117. Ruiz, Hiram A. El retorno; Guatemalans' risky repatriation begins.
Washington: American Council for Nationalities Service, 1993. 24p., 8.5x11
inches, printed cover letter laid in, wraps. On Guatemalan refugees in Mexico
and their repatriation. (#107040)
$18.00
118. Salcedo, Helio; artist. Ntozake Shange invites you to the opening of a
series of exhibitions honoring Salvadorian culture... [small poster]. New
York: Cornelia Street Cafe, 1982. 11x17 inch poster by Salcedo announcing
the series at the Greenwich Village cafe, which featured works and
performances by exiled artists; creased from having been neatly folded into
quarters for mailing, stamps and address on one rear panel; otherwise very
good. (#188338)
$75.00

119. Salgado, Sebastião, concept and design by Lélia Wanick Salgado.
Migrations: humanity in transition. New York: Aperture, 2000. ISBN:
0893818917. 431p., 10x13.25 inches, + 31p. booklet in pocket at rear,
monograph of b&w photos of mass-migrations, refugees from 35 countries over a
seven year period, initialed by the photographer on half-title, fine first edition in
gray cloth and unclipped dj. (#180541)
$500.00
The Brazilian documentary filmmaker and photographer's previous book
"Workers" covered worldwide labor.
120. Santoli, Al; Lawrence J Eisenstein. Refuge denied: problems in the
protection of Vietnamese and Cambodians in Thailand and the admission of
Indochinese refugees into the United States. New York: Lawyers Committee
for Human Rights, 1989. ISBN: 093414320X. 119p., very good in wraps.
(#197134)
$25.00
121. Schafer, Adele. Hinemoa and Tutanekai and other serious and not so serious poems. Wellington, New
Zealand: Standard Press, 1959. 40p., lightly worn wraps, 8x10 inches, illustrated with lovely woodcuts by by E.
Mervyn Taylor (small cuts of a Maori mask and a lizard, and a 4x6 inch Clare Leighton-style one of nudes on the
cover) (#153503)
$20.00
New Zealand-themed poetry by a Jewish refugee from Austria. Includes a number of pieces about racism and the
plight of refugees.
122. Schwartz, Eric. Central American immigrants to the United States; refugees from unrest. Philadelphia:
Mason Crest Publishers, 2006. 112p., profusely illus., first printing, very good. For young adults. Hispanic
heritage. (#133643)
$15.00
123. Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy. [Conference packet]. Washington: the Committee,
1980. Packet of materials, in an 11.5 x 9.5 inch folder, for the Commission's 1980 regional public hearing in Los
Angeles, including 1) an 8-panel brochure on the Commission; 2) a 3p. agenda, 8.5x11 inches, stapled; 3) a
printed invitation with a brief agenda; 4) the Commission's January 1980 newletter; 5) a sign-up card; and 6) a
hearing questionnaire. The agenda included presentations on health and education rights, labor market impacts,
refugee settlement patterns and more. (#82563)
$25.00
124. Smith, Michael. The nun and the anarchist; short stories. Berkeley: Creative Arts Book Company, 2002.
ISBN: 0887393748. 228p., wraps. Stories from refugees, mostly from the Americas, who sought refuge at the
East Bay Sanctuary in Berkeley. (#111797)
$12.00
125. Smith, Michael. Sanctuary Stories. Tempe, AZ: Bilingual Review / Press, 1996.
ISBN: 0927534509. 241p., very good in wraps. (#197582) $12.00
Collection of short stories and essays on
Central American refugees in the US.
"Sanctuary Stories adds a necessary and
compassionate dimension to the current
national debate about the rights of aliens." back cover blurb.
126. Solidarité Catalane. Bulletin
d'information de Solidarité Catalane [nos.
1, 2, 3]. Paris: the bulletin, 1945. First three issues of the
antifascist Catalonian support publication published in exile; dates
are 25 April, 25 May, and 25 June; 8 pages each, folded for
mailing, removal of stamp on last page of no. 3 resulting in some
minor text loss at edge. Text in French. (#174267) $95.00
127. Spanish Refugee Aid. Forgotten people. New York: Spanish Refugee Aid, 1959. 4p., photos, wraps.

(#24603) $22.00
128. Sussman, Leonard. The common world of Arab and Jewish refugees; delivered before the International
Students Association, University of California in Los Angeles, November 26, 1962. Los Angeles, 1962. 10
mimeographed 8.5x11 inch sheets printed recto-only, stapled in upper-left corner stamped ex-library duplicate.
(#125541)
$18.00
Sussman was the Executive Director of the American Council for Judaism in NYC. The speech is a presentation of
the seeds of the Palestinian conflict, a plea for understanding of Palestinian refugees and a reprimand of Zionists.
129. Tepper, Elliot L., editor. Southeast Asian exodus from tradition to resettlement; understanding refugees
from Laos, Kampuchea and Vietnam in Canada. Ottawa: Canadian Asian Studies Association, 1980. ISBN:
0920296084. 230p., scattered b&w portrait photography and a few line maps, trade-size softbound, 9x6 inch
wraps. Mild edgewear, light crease to cover. Cover bears institutional sticker of a San Francisco refugee affairs
office. (#88310)
$15.00
130. The Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights and Services. Alternative employment strategies for
immigrants and refugees; the impact of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. San Francisco: The
Coalition, 1988. 20p., 5.5x8.5 inches, introduction, resorces, illustrations, very good first edition booklet in
stapled wraps. (#155762)
$20.00
131. United States Congress House of Representatives. Minority rule and refugees in Africa (the role of the All
Africa Conference of Churches) hearing before the Subcommittee on Africa of the Committee on Foreign Affairs
House of Representatives, ninety-third congress, first session, July 23, 1973. Washington: GPO, 1973. 82p., 6x9
inches, ink note on front cover otherwise very good in stapled white printed wraps. (#163191)
$20.00
132. United States Senate. Relief and rehabilitation of war victims in Indochina: one year after the
ceasefire; a study mission report prepared for the use of the Subcommittee to Invesitgate Problems connected
with refugees and escapees of the Committee on the Judiciary United States Senate, Ninety-Third Congress,
second session; January 27, 1974. Washington: GPO, 1974. xi+399p., preface by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
introduction, summary, recommendations, appendixes, index, glossary, illustrated with tables, maps, photos, and a
folding map, very good in original green wraps. (#109150)
$20.00
133. Vo, Linh Duy. Dear Daddy; poetry. Downey CA: author, 1995. 63p., illustrated with snapshot photography
and documents in facsimile, first edition laminated green boards gilt in glossy photographic dj. Self-published
poetry. Find an initialed promotional leaf also, laid in. (#177808)
$20.00
Vo's American father was shot down by the NVA and killed. He was brought to the US as a young refugee.
134. Wasilewska, Wanda. Korychnevyi khizhak [The brown plunderer]. Kiev: Politvydav pry KP(b)U, 1941.
14p., wraps, bound into thin library boards, title penciled on cover with identification
label; text in Ukranian. (#163815)
$15.00
By the exiled Polish socialist writer, then based in the Ukraine after fleeing the
German invasion of Poland.
135. Williams, Robert F. The Crusader, newsletter. Robert F. Williams, publisher
-in exile- Vol. 8, No. 2 (January 1967). Beijing: Robert F. Williams, 1967. 10p.,
wraps, very good. Cover photo shows 16-year-old Anna Puckett being restrained by
white police in Atlanta. (#174922)
$35.00
Includes a polemic against Harry Golden, a Jewish advisor to the Union County
NAACP, whom Williams accuses of serving Klan interests by trying to tone down
violent sentiment and foster nonviolent resistance in North Carolina. "Unfortunate
for Harry, Uncle Tom Jews in fascist America can no more buy immunity by
pawning others off to racist beasts than they could in fascist Germany. They must
take their cue from African Americans and fight the common enemy..." The militant
Black nationalist Williams fled into exile while being pursued on alleged kidnapping
charges in Monroe, NC. Note: we have other issues of this publication-in-exile.

